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Abstract 

In this essay, I discuss the merits of contestability in contrast with consent as a means 

of legitimizing the state. Particularly I have been concerned with problematic 

contracts: Contracts with undefined obligations and their implications on the 

legitimacy of voluntarist consent. Through my argumentation, I have shown that 

voluntarist consent to political mandates has a hard time legitimizing political 

authority in the presence of problematic contracts – and instead, that legitimation 

based on the the ability to contest decisions may provide a better degree of political 

legitimacy. Contestability can seemingly also be combined with elements of voluntarist 

consent to further cement the legitimacy of decisions.  
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Introduction 
In recent years some political decisions in different countries, such as Brexit in the UK, 

seem to call into question the legitimacy of merely being able to consent to 

governments and their decisions. 

In Britain, some citizens of the country have consented to a withdrawal from the 

European Union without having sufficient knowledge of what will happen upon the 

withdrawal, without even having the plans for withdrawal sketched out upon having 

the vote. What started out as a binary vote has become three or more options as of 

2019. (Institute for Government 2019) Parliament has some say in this question now, 

but the legitimacy of the initial decision remains questionable. This has led me to 

question whether some other or complementary measure is needed in order to ensure 

decisions like these are legitimate in nature.  

Purpose of Essay 

In political philosophy, debates are raging between different theories of legitimization 

– and in Philip Pettit’s republican theory, I believe a remedy for the problem of consent 

exemplified by the last paragraph can be found. Thus, the aim of my bachelor’s thesis 

in Philosophy and Social Analysis will be arguing that if political mandates are given 

to be problematic contracts, contestability provides a higher degree of political 

legitimacy than voluntarist consent alone. 

Thesis 

Contestability provides a higher degree of political legitimacy than voluntarist consent 

alone. This is because I will argue that political mandates are problematic contracts, a 

type of contract with negative implications on the legitimacy of consent but something 

that contestability is better at dealing with. 

Strategy 

My strategy is to first determine the nature of political legitimacy, what it is and why 

it is important; Secondly, argue that political mandates of both office and in specific 

decisions are forms of problematic contracts; And thirdly, show that contestability 

provides better legitimacy when problematic contracts are in place.  
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Background 

When dealing with the theories of political legitimacy, it would be prudent to first start 

out by stating what this concept entails. What is the purpose of having political 

legitimacy and how do we know when a government is legitimate? 

The Nature of Political Legitimacy 

We begin by discussing the importance of political legitimacy. This will show why the 

issue of political legitimacy is worth looking into and highlight its relevance in society. 

According to David Copp, political legitimacy is the moral authority for a state to 

govern its territory and people. This means the state has the right to for instance 

impose laws and enforce them. (Copp 1999, p.5) This moral authority should not be 

confused with the recognition of the state from other states or acceptance by habit 

from the population once the state has been around for long enough. This form of 

acceptance does not have the moral force to grant authority but is rather a guarantee 

from other states to not to intervene on an arbitrary basis in the state’s affairs. (Ibid, 

pp. 3-4) 

John Horton, professor of political philosophy at the Keele University, argues that 

regulations that are not dealing with issues of a criminal nature place even stricter 

demands on political legitimacy. Included in this area are traffic regulations, 

education, and healthcare. (Horton 2012, p. 130) These demands are stricter because 

the regulations mentioned are not to prohibit acts which are directly imposing harm 

on others, but rather to help some individuals who need it, or prohibit some patterns 

of action which impose a risk of harm on others. Regarding criminal law, the moral 

demands on legitimacy are lower because of separate moral obligations on the state to 

protect its citizens from direct harm.  

The consequence of an illegitimate government is a situation where the population is 

dominated by the state and as such the situation becomes immoral. A states relation 

to its citizens being immoral leaves its authority to impose moral obligations on the 

relations between citizens damaged. The state has no right to demand obedience from 

its citizens as the citizens are not respected in the legislative process. 

A problem we run into here is that most states have been founded in ways which would 

make them illegitimate. The question for political theories of legitimacy then becomes 
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if there is a way for the state to, in Copp’s words, “be morally rehabilitated”? (Copp, p. 

4) If they can, it seems we can say governments have the authority necessary in order 

to create a law-obeying obligation in their citizens. 

Justification and Legitimization 

We will now discuss an important distinction for this essay and for political philosophy 

in general, the difference between justifying the state – and legitimizing the 

government. This will make clear what precisely we are discussing in this essay.  

Justifying an action or phenomenon consists of proving its moral, rational or 

prudential worth, defending it against competitors and counterarguments against its 

being. A. John Simmons argues that justifying the state is to show that one type of 

state is preferable to another in its actions, or that the state as a concept is preferable 

to any state of nature. (Simmons 1999, p. 740) The primary adversary to the state is 

the concept of anarchy. According to anarchists, a functioning state must be so 

hierarchical and inegalitarian that its moral permissibility becomes impossible and 

instead they propose a form of society without a state, without centralized power. (ibid, 

p. 741)  

This battle has been fought by many philosophers, from Thomas Hobbes to Robert 

Nozick. Simmons makes an example of Nozick’s argument. Nozick argues that a 

minimal state can be morally preferable to anarchy without violating anyone’s natural 

rights because of the security it can bring to individuals. (Ibid, p. 743) In addition to 

this, he argues that even though a kind of state can exist without being morally defect 

this says nothing about particular states’ moral permissibility to enforce laws. 

Simmons argues that this showcases an important distinction between the 

justification process of the state and the legitimization of the relationship between a 

state and its citizens. (ibid, p. 743) 

A state can, therefore, be legitimate without being justified – and vice versa. This is 

central for my essay as I’m not looking to justify the origins of the state but rather to 

explore how contestability provides a better grounds for legitimizing the relationship 

between the state and citizen.  

To further our understanding of legitimization beyond what we have seen so far, 

Simmons writes:  
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“A state’s (or government’s) legitimacy is the complex moral right it 

possesses to be the exclusive imposer of binding duties on its subjects, to 

have its subjects comply with these duties, and to use coercion to enforce 

the duties” (Ibid, p. 746) 

This echoes the argument from Copp as Simmons talks about the moral right to rule. 

However, in this situation, we have a clear distinction between the state as a type of 

entity and a state in the particular, with real relations to citizens. This leads us to see 

that we must not morally rehabilitate the state, but rather the relation between the 

government and its resident. But why make the distinction? Should not the just status 

of a certain type of state be enough to presume the acceptance of particular states of 

that type from their residents? Well yes and no. Some theories we will not delve into in 

this essay argue that this is the case. (Horton 2012, p. 135) I see this as a lazy effort, 

which provides little reason for citizens to trust the governments they are ruled by. If 

no other demands are placed on the states, citizens will always live in fear that the just 

status of the state may change. 

Simmons argues that justification and legitimacy basically regard different variables. 

An example: If a business is honest, efficient and generous, it might justify its existence. 

But this does not say anything about its right to provide their service to you and charge 

you for it. (Simmons 1999, p. 752) The relational then, is not the same thing as the 

existential. The legitimacy of a state’s power seems to come from a sort of contract-like 

mechanism between the resident or citizen – and the state, rather than its mere 

efficiency or general morality.   

Simmons goes further and says that because of the relational status of legitimization 

and the voluntarism he adheres to, legitimacy on an individual level can only be binary. 

The “on-balance” legitimacy of state may, however, be set on a scale as the number of 

individuals the government has the right to enforce laws on makes it more “on-

balance” legitimate. (ibid, p. 746) 

In the section Consent theory and Contracts, we will go over Simmons proposed 

legitimization of the state. Simmons argues that only consenting to a government can 

legitimize a state, which forms the voluntarist account of legitimization. But before 

that, I want to address Philip Pettit’s view on the legitimization of the state. Pettit 

argues that the question and the mechanisms of legitimacy should be held separate 
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from justice by presenting us with a thought experiment consisting of a regime being 

legitimate despite having some unjust laws – and asking: what then legitimates this 

regime? (Pettit 2012, p. 137) 

In a democracy, legitimization for a regime comes of acceptance from the populace 

and while this regime might not be entirely just there seems to be some ways to oppose 

certain laws even if you accept the regime: Through voting in elections, making 

petitions or engaging in civil disobedience. In the last case an empirical note Pettit 

makes is that protesters often accept judgment from courts. (ibid, p. 138) One example 

is the famous anti-war protest performed by Bertrand Russell where he was sentenced 

to jail at the age of 89, thus showing respect for the regime currently in place (accepting 

his jail sentence) while making a point of non-acceptance towards certain decisions 

(protesting the war efforts). (Encyclopaedia Britannica 2019) 

However, Pettit argues that the state can control the degree of its own potential 

legitimacy. The more ways citizens can oppose decisions within the system (that is 

while following the law), the more legitimate the state can be said to be. The level of 

legitimacy is then not binary, but rather on an ordinal scale. (Pettit 2012, p. 139) 

Pettit’s view contrasts with the view of Simmons where legitimacy between the 

government and any given individual can only be binary. Because while consent has 

only one type of mechanism and is thus binary in its legitimization, contestability has 

a multitude and thus becomes ordinal. Whether this is an advantage to one or the other 

we will have to discern later in the essay. 
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The Argument Stated 

Here is the argument I am presenting in this essay. In the following sections we will 

discuss each of the premisses in turn to provide support for the claim I make here.  

P1: Consent can be formed when two informed parties voluntarily come to an 

agreement on a contract. A contract has defined obligations from both parties which 

is crucial to voluntarily consenting to it. 

P2: Political mandates are a form of contract between voters and government where 

elected politicians are obligated to fulfill their promises and voters are obligated to 

obey the government’s authority. 

P3: When a contract has undefined obligations from one of or both parties, it is 

problematic. 

P4: Political mandates from elections and referendums can form contracts with 

undefined obligations from those given mandates of power.  

C1: Political mandates from elections and referendums can form problematic 

contracts. 

P5: Voluntarist Consent is not satisfactory in legitimizing problematic contracts. 

P6: Contestability can better remedy the issues of problematic contracts even if we 

ascribe to freedom as non-interference. 

C2: Since political mandates are problematic contracts, contestability may provide a 

higher degree of political legitimacy than voluntarist consent alone. 
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Consent Theory and Contracts 

The primary opponent to contestability in legitimization is the consent theory of 

legitimization. Here i would like to discuss what this theory entails in order to pit 

contestability against it. 

Consent is a moral transformation that takes place when two informed parties 

voluntarily come to an agreement. The purpose of Consent is making what would 

otherwise be forbidden permissible. By sincerely accepting something which would 

otherwise be trespassing on you, the trespassing is negated and no moral infringement 

has been done. Thus, consent transforms otherwise morally illegitimate acts into 

legitimate ones. (Lindblom 2018, §2:2)  

The key to forming consent is the presence of informed and voluntary parties. 

Lindblom argues that without voluntariness a person’s choice is not their own – and if 

they are uninformed, they cannot know to what they are consenting – and thus they 

cannot consent autonomously. Regarding the information criteria, Lindblom 

formulates that an agent must have access to the “…facts or descriptions that a 

reasonable person considers material in deciding whether to refuse or consent to the 

proposed act.” (Ibid, §2:3) 

Consent theory is commonly used to legitimize citizens’ political obligations to the 

state. George Klosko argues that this is good on a theoretical level, but that it fails in 

implementation. He quotes David Hume as saying: “where it has place it is surely the 

best and most sacred of any base for political obligations”, however “it has very seldom 

had place in any degree”. It fails in accounting for most citizens’ obligations or distorts 

the nature of consent in accounting for it. (Klosko, p. 348) 

According to John Locke, the consent to political obligation takes the form of a 

promise. Three conditions must be fulfilled in order to make a successful promise. 

Firstly, the person must do so freely, uncoerced. Secondly, she must be informed of 

the consequences of the promise – and thirdly she must have the ability to make good 

on the promise. These together make for a binding obligation. If any of these are 

missing, they would make for “defeating conditions” which would render the promise 

invalid. (ibid, pp. 348-349) 
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Consent, at least in its expressed form, provides clear boundaries on what the 

government may do. However, expressed consent is seldom seen in actual states. 

Instead, Locke discusses tacit consent, consent based on actions other than a verbal 

agreement. A. John Simmons, again through Klosko argues that they are similar in 

nature but differs in expression. An example from Simmons is that a teacher wants to 

reschedule an examination and will do so if no one raises an objection. This, in theory, 

provides tacit consent to the rescheduling according to Simmons. (ibid, p. 351) 

Another type of tacit consent is saying that voting provides tacit consent to obey the 

law. However, in the USA for example, some 40 % of the population does not vote 

according to Klosko. Do they not have to obey the law? One argument is to say that the 

ability to vote is tacit consent. However, one damaging concern when it comes to 

voting as tacit consent is the requirement on knowledge. Klosko asks how many voters 

know they are consenting to obey the law via voting? And how many would vote if not 

doing so would free them from obeying the law? (ibid, p. 352) 

Consent forms premise one of our argumentation. A contract states obligations from 

two parties which they under ideal conditions can consent to. 

P1: Consent can be formed when two informed parties voluntarily come to an 

agreement on a contract. A contract has defined obligations from both parties which 

is crucial to voluntarily consenting to it. 

Political Mandates as Contracts 

One pillar of this essay is to show that political mandates form contracts. Upon 

examining the mechanisms of democracy, we can see something similar to contracts 

in what’s called the mandate model. The mandate model states that the act of electing 

someone for parliament involves a directive from the voter to the electoral candidate. 

The parties have a responsibility to state their intentions if elected and the population 

places their votes according to this. (Naurin, p. 55) 

Once in office politicians are expected to deliver on the promises made while voters 

are expected to obey the laws made by the officials. And research shows that they do. 

Several studies show that in countries like Great Britain and Sweden, more than 80 

percent of promises made by parties in their manifestos are totally or partially fulfilled 

if they are elected. (Ibid, p. 61)  
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Meanwhile, voters’ trust in officials is declining. Half of those asked why they mistrust 

politicians answer that they don’t seem to hold up to their promises at all. Why is this? 

Well one answer Naurin suggests is that voters seldom read parties’ manifestos – and 

that promises are often made in other forums. Whether these promises are kept as well 

has however not been readily studied by social scientists. (Ibid, p. 62)  

Another theory is that the responsibility demanded by voters go beyond the promises 

made in manifestos. The experience of the population might influence the perception 

of whether promises are fulfilled or not. A promise of more personnel in schools and 

care facilities might clash with people’s experiences with a lack of teachers and long 

queues for operations. (ibid, p. 63) 

Regardless of this paradox, the idea of the mandate-model is that politicians should 

keep their promises if elected. And in return, voters should obey the law. This is the 

foundation of the electoral contract in democracy. This echoes the notion of a contract 

seen earlier in the essay. Notably like the right to service and charge discussed by 

Simmons, or the employment contract by Lindblom. Obedience is the price for the 

security of the law and services of the state. 

Therefore, this theory lets us derive our second premise: 

P2: Political mandates are a form of contract between voters and government where 

elected politicians are obligated to fulfill their promises and voters are obligated to 

obey the government’s authority. 

Voluntarism 

Now we are going to shortly explore how voluntarism is thought to legitimize the state 

and what issues legitimization through consent might face if we were to accept that a 

contract between state and citizen can be voluntarily consented to. As we will see later 

I am arguing that this cannot be done – and I will as such not give much weight to this 

section. 

A. John Simmons, whom we have touched upon earlier in this text argues for 

voluntarism as legitimization for state authority. The foundation of this comes from 

respecting the individual’s freedom. Appealing to what ought to have been chosen 

from a hypothetical situation becomes too impersonal as grounds for a relationship – 
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and appealing to what ought to have been chosen given an individual’s interests and 

ideas becomes too paternalistic. (Simmons, p. 762) 

Instead only what I have actually chosen can ground someone to constrain me. 

Simmons furthermore states the following: “…it seems appropriate to suggest that a 

state’s authority over an individual ought to depend on some such personal 

transactions, given the coercive, very extensive, and often quite arbitrary sorts of 

direction and control that state authority involves.” (ibid, p. 762) 

Only by establishing a transactional relationship between state and individual is 

legitimacy possible then. Shortly we will discuss how this arbitrariness of direction and 

control becomes major issues for consent going forwards. 

Another aspect of A. John Simmons text is an appeal to the Lockean political tradition. 

He argues that if we assume certain rights people possess, and of course then that we 

should respect them – some could conceivably do this on an individual level, without 

the need for the state. In some situations, individual respect for rights might even be 

preferable to obedience to the law, in for instance an unstable state. Thus, it seems 

morally permissible to opt out of the state. (ibid, p. 768) The implication of this 

becomes that appealing to a fact that the law protects well being and security better 

than the absence of it is only empirically true – and therefore another mechanism must 

legitimize the coercive relationship between state and individual. 

Simmons comes out pessimistic in his conclusion, however. He claims no 

contemporary states are legitimate according to voluntarism. Although this is the case, 

not all states are hopeless. Some states are better which could give us some ground to 

consent to them. In other words, we can have reason or motivation to legitimize a state 

based on how just they are. None the less, true legitimacy does not take hold until 

consent is unanimous. (ibid, pp. 769-770)  
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Problematic Contracts  

The main task I’ve set myself in this thesis is to show that contestability could redeem 

the legitimacy of the state. To show how this could be done we must first address a 

problem faced in the workplace, not in the political landscape: The issue of 

problematic contracts. By outlining this phenomenon we will establish problems 

between consent and certain types of contracts. These issues are not as prevalent with 

contestability as a mechanism of legitimization. 

Lars Lindblom writes on the limits of consent and the need for contestability as a way 

of justifying unions in the workplace. He argues that employment contracts are 

incomplete, or problematic and therefore give coercive power to the employer over the 

employee. This incompleteness makes consenting to the terms of the contract 

problematic from a moral standpoint and Lindblom argues for an alternative route.   

In his article, Lindblom raises a number of concerns with employment contracts. I will 

not go into detail on all of them, but one important critique for this work is the 

distinction between unproblematic and problematic contracts. An example of an 

unproblematic contract is me giving a house to you, and you giving me a sum of money 

in exchange. However, employment contracts are considered problematic because 

they do “not specify each party’s obligations in every conceivable eventuality”. 

(Lindblom 2018, §3:2) This leads us to the third premise of the argument: 

P3: When a contract has undefined obligations from one of or both parties, it is 

problematic.  

The reason for this is basically to provide a buffer against uncertainty. In the case of 

the workplace, it is more cost-effective to have some leeway in an employment contract 

complemented by employer authority than to have exact terms stating what an 

employee must do and renegotiating the contract at every twist and turn of external 

change. The employee might quit if they do not wish to perform some task, but the cost 

of quitting or being fired is much larger to the employee than the employer. Lindblom 

quotes Milgrom and Roberts as following: 

“The decision mechanism in the employment contract is basically that the 

boss can order the employee to do anything that is not explicitly forbidden 

by the contract’s terms or by law.” (Ibid, §3:3) 
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As we can see above, an employer is in a position of some arbitrary power over any 

employee. (Ibid, § 3:5) 

Arbitrary power is especially distasteful for adherents of the theory of freedom as non-

domination, but I would like to argue that it would be for adherents of freedom as non-

interference as well. These problems we will discuss further in the next section.  

Political Mandates as Problematic Contracts 

Now that we have the problematic contract in place we can move on to how they apply 

to political mandates of action and thus show that consent has problems of legitimizing 

the relation between government and citizen. 

Let us return to the example of Brexit from the introduction. Prime Minister Theresa 

May has repeatedly said that she is just fulfilling what a majority of voters decided in 

the Brexit referendum. She sees it as a contract where power was given to her by the 

population. May reportedly says: “Across the UK, people want to see the issue of Brexit 

resolved and for our country to move forward. That is our goal and it is one we are 

determined to deliver.” (BBC 2019) 

However, the Brexit situation seems to indicate that the voters weren’t sure what they 

voted for in this election. A majority of the population has consented to give the British 

government mandate to initiate a withdrawal from the European Union. (BBC 2016) 

This seems very similar if not identical to a contract. However, as the Brexit-situation 

has sprung upwards of 8 different deals and outcomes since then it would seem the 

consequences of the contract weren’t properly stated and as such it appears this forms 

a problematic contract. (Politico 2019) 

But how does the problematic contract discussed by Lindblom translate to the political 

landscape on a theoretical level? Well, the answer seems complex. In a functioning 

democracy, the members of government are “employed” by the population – but they 

also sit in a position of power over the citizens. The members of government shape the 

laws but only within the confines of the constitution. The rule of law also means they 

themselves would be subject to their own laws. One possible way to phrase it (in the 

same way as the employment contract) would be as follows: 

The decision mechanism in the electoral contract is basically that the 

government can order the citizen to do anything that is not explicitly 
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forbidden by the constitution, during a mandate period, provided that the 

officials are willing to be subject to these same laws.  

The reasoning is the same here. Getting consent from the population for every single 

decision in government would be tedious and expensive. Thus, we see that also in 

politics, the contract between voter and politician has undefined obligations. There is 

also a curious phenomenon to note here. The undefined obligations from the politician 

seem to have very real consequences for the citizen. Thus, while citizens have defined 

obligations in the contract like obedience to the law, these obligations lose their 

permiability by the undefined obligations of which laws to write from the lawmakers – 

and here we can see our fourth premise: 

P4: Political mandates from elections and referendums can form contracts with 

undefined obligations from those given mandates of power.  
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Legitimization and Problematic Contracts: Freedom as 

Non-Interference and Non-Domination 

We will now move on to the issues problematic contracts pose on legitimacy. I aim to 

show here that voluntary consent mechanisms are not satisfactory in legitimizing 

problematic contracts. 

Freedom as non-interference - or negative liberty is a theory where a person’s level of 

freedom depends on how little their choices are interfered on by others. (Pettit 1997, 

p. 17) This notion is the foundation of many liberal theories. If an informed individual 

chooses voluntarily to consent to someone else making laws for her and all others – or 

to have power over you in a place of work in exchange for money, this might seem fine 

under the right circumstances. 

However, the question for me is if consent to a problematic contract can truly be 

voluntary and thus legitimate, even for a theory based on freedom as non-

interference? The problem I find is that the consent you have given is in ignorance of 

future implications from it. To understand this problem, we will turn to two criteria 

for when an individual’s lack of knowledge is so substantial that she cannot be said to 

have made a consensual decision. These Lindblom call the Feinberg-criteria. 

(Lindblom 2018, § 2:5) 

If ignorance of factual circumstances is present when a person is making a decision, or 

if ignorance of the likely consequences of the various alternatives open to her is present 

– we cannot say the individual is autonomous enough to consent. This is plainly 

because she does not know to what she is consenting. Now since problematic contracts 

are founded on factual ignorance on both parts of the contract as a way of accounting 

for shifts in factual circumstances, the first criterium is not fulfilled. Secondly, as the 

employee or citizen cannot foresee some consequences of consenting as the 

government or employer has some arbitrary power over them, the second criterium is 

not fulfilled either.  

Because of this, we see that consent does not provide legitimization for problematic 

contracts. It will be viable as long as circumstances don’t change and all likely 

consequences of the contract are known, but I would argue that the mere fact they 

could change makes the contract illegitimate. Consent is then not the preferable 
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method of legitimization in all situations even if we adhere to liberal theories of 

freedom as non-interference. From this we derive our fifth premise:  

P5: Consent is not satisfactory in legitimizing problematic contracts. 

Freedom as Non-Domination and Its Issues with Consent 

Another way 0f critiquing consent is to shift from this theory to another, a theory of 

freedom as non-domination. I would like to discuss this as well, to see how 

contestability beats consent both in its own political tradition – and later within the 

context of its rival tradition: freedom and non-interference. 

Freedom as non-domination or republican liberty is a theory of freedom where your 

degree of liberty is determined not be the number of constraint others can put on your 

available choices, but rather the number of arbitrary constraint others can put on 

your available choices.  

Philip Pettit argues that in Isiah Berlin’s famous distinction between types of liberty, 

where he defines negative liberty as the absence of interference from other – and 

positive liberty, where you gain mastery over yourself through means which may be 

interferences upon you by others (education, restraints on drinking and eating, etc.) – 

there is a third concept possible. (Pettit 1997, p. 21) 

The third concept is called republican liberty. This theory of freedom states that how 

free you are is determined by the absence of arbitrary power over you. In this concept, 

some aspects of the other two can be seen. Firstly, an absence as in the negative 

concept of freedom – but also mastery as in the positive concept of freedom, as it is 

the mastery of others over you which should be avoided. (Ibid, p. 22) 

It is not entirely intuitive how freedom as non-domination differs from freedom as 

non-interference. Pettit argues as following: Domination is not an act but a status-

difference between individuals. A relationship where one of them could interfere or 

harm the other on an arbitrary basis, at her own whim so to speak. (ibid, p. 22) 

Because of this, a situation arises where you can be dominated but not interfered with 

– and interfered with but not dominated. One example could be where you have 

consented to a slave-contract in exchange for some vital thing. In this contract you 

might never be interfered with, you could conceivably be living your life as normal – 
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but you wouldn’t be free because someone would have the “right” to interfere with your 

choices at any moment. (Ibid, p. 22) 

Likewise, you could be interfered with but not dominated. Within freedom as non-

domination, we can conceive of a situation where I am interfered with but conditioned 

on the fact that the interference coincides with my interests and general opinions.  

According to this principle, this interference per se is not problematic. (Ibid, p. 23) 

What is important to note here is that while freedom as non-interference might secure 

a range of choices for you, a certain peace of mind is lacking. Your freedom will seem 

contingent on others’ goodwill towards you. Freedom as non-domination, however, 

will provide security for your identity. Pettit puts it nicely: 

“Freedom as non-domination goes with the possibility of their seeing 

themselves as non-vulnerable in that way and as possessed of a comparable 

social standing with the other. They can look the other in the eye; they do 

not have to bow and scrape.” (Ibid, p. 87) 

If we accept the idea of freedom as non-domination as a worthy goal, this will have 

implications of how we see legitimacy as well. Pettit argues that if we consent to a 

contract where others may arbitrarily interfere with our lives, this means we are 

dominated and as such the consent is not valid as legitimization. (ibid, p. 62)  

Because of this, the idea of the free contract becomes problematic for Pettit. The 

doctrine of the free contract is basically that parties are free to decide on the terms of 

the contract they are writing. That is, contracts are legitimate whatever their terms are 

(within the law) – provided that the contract is entered willingly as per the criteria we 

have discussed earlier. (Ibid, p. 62) 

What we have here is a situation where consent is fundamentally invalid as a means 

for legitimization if it means some people may gain arbitrary power over others via 

consensual contracts. However, we can also see a similarity between these contracts 

and the problematic contracts of Lindblom. If someone enters a contract where they 

have arbitrary power over someone else, this would make it a contract with undefined 

obligations. Lindblom’s argument thus becomes a translation of the problems of 

consent, from being just for freedom as non-domination to being for freedom as non-

interference as well. 
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Now that we’ve established the nature of freedom as non-domination, we will turn to 

how this system sees the relation between citizen and government. 

The key feature of any given state is a system of law. These laws shape peoples’ lives 

and freedom of action. But these laws are made by people. Those officials employed in 

public authorities have their own private interests and ideas which risk shaping their 

decisions in office. Philip Pettit argues that unless there are countermeasures in place 

to prevent this, a form of arbitrary power is exercised on the population of the state. 

(Pettit 1997, pp. 183-184) 

Adherents of freedom as non-domination are concerned about the idea of majority 

rule, the notion that all is well if a majority has consented to a particular path for the 

government to take. Majority rule risks domination of minority groups while hiding 

under a veil of consensual development. (ibid, p. 62) 

As we can see here the concern is not the actual interference the individual can be 

subjected to but rather the relation between the state and the individual.   
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Contestability 

In this section, we will discuss the solutions provided by Pettit and Lindblom for the 

legitimization problem we have established in consent-theory. While Lindblom 

discusses the problematic contract, Pettit focuses of how to legitimize government if 

we adhere to freedom as non-domination. 

Pettit’s Contestability 

We will begin the section by discussing Pettit’s view on contestability and how he 

deems it legitimizes government authority. Firstly, Pettit discusses a key difference 

between concepts of control and of consent. The argument is that you can consent to 

a situation which you do not have control over. Once consent is given there is no 

guarantee you can call off the agreement. Likewise, it is possible to be in a situation 

you have not consented to but still be in control. Pettit uses an example where you are 

born into a society where your parents propose marital partners for you. You may opt 

out of this situation if the conditions are right, or if not that, at least refuse partners 

until your parents propose an acceptable one to you. (Pettit 2012, pp. 157-158) 

Consent without control is effectively useless according to Pettit. Control without 

consent even seems preferable. He especially sees a problem in theories using freedom 

as non-interference since a consensual government or constitution would be deemed 

legitimate based on past consent even if present intervention collides with citizens’ 

interests. (ibid, p. 158) 

A problem that arises in democracies is protecting the interests of the minority 

following elections. Due to this Pettit proposes a system of contestation. Individuals 

should have the right to contest decisions made by elected officials. Decisions should 

be subject to an impartial judgment, which in line with the contesters’ viewpoint could 

give rise to adjustments in the decisions made. (ibid, pp. 213-214)  

As stated in the Lindblom article, Pettit argues for three key principles required for 

contestation: Transparency, Contestability, and Impartiality.  

Transparency is “the capacity of members of the society to know what proposals are 

under consideration and what measures have passed”.  

Contestability secondly, is “the opportunity for members to challenge overtures both 

in advance of legislation and after they have passed into law”. 
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Thirdly, Impartiality is “the availability of forums in which challengers can expect and 

impartial assessment and, ideally, a resolution”. 

With these measures in place, representative democracy can avoid becoming a tyranny 

of the majority and thus can achieve a higher level of procedural legitimacy. (ibid, p. 

215) 

Lindblom’s Contestability and Unions 

Returning to Lindblom, he argues that the problem of problematic contracts that 

harms consent based employment can be solved by appealing to the contestability of  

Philip Pettit. The foundation of contestability is that instead of appealing to historical 

events of consent, legitimization should instead rest on “the counterfactual 

responsiveness to contestation”. Only as long as no one contests an agreement but has 

real opportunities to do so, we can say it is justified or legitimate.  

As we saw earlier, Philip Pettit’s theory of contestability is tied closely to the notion of 

freedom as non-domination, but Lindblom argues that the theory of contestability, 

despite this, stands on its own ground. Contestability can according to Lindblom 

remedy the shortcomings of consent when dealing with problematic contracts. 

(Lindblom, §4:4) 

The main argument is that if you as an employee disagree with a decision, you should 

have a way of identifying reasons for the decision. There should be a transparency of 

intentions and decisions sufficient for people to identify potential issues in the 

implementation of them. (Ibid, §4:5) The second condition is that you must be able to 

voice eventual concerns regarding the decisions made. In other words, there must be 

mechanisms in place to ensure that citizens’ (in the political sphere) and employees’ 

(in the workplace) concerns will reach those who can influence the decisions. This 

provides a good argument for unions Lindblom states. (ibid, §4:6) 

Lastly, a forum where a party’s concerns can be debated is needed. Lindblom gives 

courts and parliaments as examples, but in the workplace, unions as well fall into this 

category. (ibid, §4:7) We can also bring up an ombudsman as an example in a more 

political context. 

Now that we have foundations of contestability laid down, Lindblom begins the 

argument for contestability as a justification for unions. Firstly, the transparency 
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required for contestation solves any problems with employees having insufficient 

information regarding decisions and the reasons for making them in the workplace. 

This provides a base for bargaining in good faith. (ibid, §4:8) 

The second condition for contestability is according to Lindblom closely connected to 

unions. Firstly, unions are a way of voicing one's concerns in the workplace – but 

secondly, contestability also makes sure that there cannot be retaliation from 

employers if employees join or form unions. This is because unions as a mechanism 

for voicing one’s concern don’t work if people are under threat for union membership. 

Thus, if contestability is in place, the law must not allow discrimination for union 

membership. (ibid, §4:9) Of course, this is just an illustratory example for the 

workplace situation. This essay is not meant to showcase something necessarily 

missing in any or all societies, whether it is in the workplace or in politics. Rather, I 

want to defend institutions of contestability against those who would argue against 

them on a consent basis. 

The forum finally provides a solution to the problem of coercion with employment 

contracts. The forum provides a foundation for the informed good faith bargaining 

between all parties – and puts them on equal standing. This, in turn, makes voluntary 

agreements possible. (ibid, §4:10) As we can see this system need not entirely replace 

consensual contracts but provides a buffer for the problems inherent in problematic 

contracts.  

This argument can, in light of the functions it describes, be translated to politics as 

well. We can see a similarity in the function unions have and the function of 

independent courts and an ombudsman. An Ombudsman provides a voice for citizens 

to express concerns about government action – and courts of appeal provide a forum 

where matters can be discussed.  
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A Return to Brexit and Political Mandates 

Returning to Brexit, let us see if contestability can help us ensure legitimacy.  

One option would be a situation where the decision to leave the EU is first instantiated 

in parliament, drafts are made on what the options are available where debates can be 

held – and only then would a referendum be held. A referendum could also be held in 

order to assess if the instantiation of the plans should be made in the first place. This 

leaves us with a situation where the decision is made and then the people have a means 

of contesting it. 

The core idea is that the drafts for plans should be detailed and readily available to 

read, from this transparency is achieved. Contestability is achieved if proper 

measures are taken in advance of legislation and post legislation. A first referendum 

could be held to ensure the discussion is warranted and channels should then be 

available for people to voice their concerns whatever outcome. For instance, the people 

of Northern Ireland could be worried about customs issues with the rest of the island. 

(BBC: Irish Backstop 2019). These concerns, in turn, should be debated and assessed 

in a forum where legislators and citizens can stand on equal ground, that is at least a 

forum where both parties can be heard by the other and respected as having a voice in 

the matter. These assessments should be made by impartial “judges” and thus, a 

degree of impartiality is achieved. Note that this last part is hard to achieve when we 

are talking about a decision that has meta-governmental implications. 

In this situation, where the decision seems almost permanent, even contestability 

struggles to achieve legitimacy. If Brexit is passed, or not passed, how is the decision 

to be motivated to individuals of the minority? Well firstly, we can hope that a more 

transparent and contestatory process might win over doubters to a level of acceptance, 

making the minority as small as possible. Secondly, as legitimacy is ordinal to us in 

this system, the level of non-acceptance in the minority might be much less than 

without the contestability-process – and thus, the dominance of the state becomes less 

severe. 

One question we must ask ourselves now is if consent can also be remedied? Brexit is 

perhaps just a badly handled referendum. If the transparency ahead of the Brexit 

referendum was more prevalent, the problem of voluntary participation would be 

rectified. There would not be a problematic contract. This would solve some of the 
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issues of consent being turned into non-consent by factual circumstances. But the 

issue of minority protection would still be there. A still greater issue would be that the 

option coming out on top might not even have majority support. This, in turn, could 

be remedied by a “preference vote” where voters rank their support for each option 

and by eliminating the lowest ranking first preference vote, then passing those voters 

second preferences on to the other a majority could be reached. If this is the case, 

consent theorists must admit that consent on an individual level is not binary at all, 

but rather ordinal like Pettit describes.  

Regardless this does not resolve the issue of electing politicians. Here we still face the 

problem of undefined obligations discussed earlier. Voluntarists could say that we just 

have to accept that when politicians diverge from their promises, legitimacy is broken. 

This leads us to citizen’s not really being obligated to show obedience beyond 

refraining from violating others’ rights (given that we even prescribe to such a moral 

code) and using force to coerce them into obedience becomes a moral violation. This 

is similar to what Simmons is saying – but it seems rather bleak to still hold on to 

voluntarism in this case when contestability could protect against this thanks to its 

harder demands on institutions and still provide the acceptance required for 

legitimacy. Conceivably, a continual consent mechanism could be used, but holding a 

general election every time a new law has been passed seems very costly and 

inefficient. Through these last two sections we see our last premise: 

P6: Contestability can better remedy the issues of problematic contracts even if we 

ascribe to freedom as non-interference. 

Consent in a Contestational Society 

Is there a role for consent to play even if contestability provides a higher degree of on-

balance legitimacy for a state’s residents? I would argue yes. For visitors to a state, 

where the time of obedience to the law would be limited, consent could sufficiently 

legitimize the government’s authority over the individual. A contract could be signed 

upon entering, and upon leaving it would be fulfilled. The problems of consent only 

arise while laws are changing, not while static.  

There are also grounds for pairing consent and contestability. Referendums and 

election of course still hold a place in our society, as I have shown in the Return to 

Brexit-section. Consensual referendums can still help guide government, and an ideal 
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of democracy still demands the contractual agreement between politician and citizen. 

Contestability, in my view, provides a buffer against what may happen between 

elections. It helps us control the state we are governed by and thus, it gives us a better 

reason to accept the government’s right to make decisions. 
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Objections 

The argument I want to make in this essay relies heavily on the fact that political 

mandates can form problematic contracts. The main objection here would be that 

political mandates aren’t contracts at all. If this is true, we are left with an even more 

dire situation than if we can constitute them as contracts. If political mandates are free 

from specific obligation, we would be left with a situation where the power to interfere 

in peoples’ lives is given on a most whimsical basis. A consequence that seems to work 

in favor of contestability, rather than against it. 

A second objection would be that contestability does not, in fact, provide a more 

legitimate basis for authority than consent. A problem with contestability is that it 

seems to be replaceable with procedural consent. If conditions change, a new contract 

for consent could be conceived. This makes for a procedural system where consent can 

be upheld even when laws change or ministers are replaced. If this is applied to a 

theory of tacit- or normative consent, it would make for a theory close to contestability. 

This could even prove more effective than Pettit’s contestability because of less need 

for the institutions (impartial forums, channels of voice) required in order to achieve 

contestability. However, in the political landscape, this could clash with the 

deliberative-democratic ideals inherent in the contestability theory.  

Robin Douglass is critical of the contestability proposed by Pettit. He starts out his 

critique by discussing Pettit’s statement that the state is a historical and political 

necessity in our lives. Firstly, it should be said that something that is necessary cannot 

be subject to control. Douglass along with Pettit holds that there are plenty of cases 

that contradict the fact that the state is a true historical necessity and that the state is 

at best a contemporary necessity. The state hasn’t always been a necessary part of our 

lives in other words. Secondly, according to Pettit, the fact that you live in a certain 

state is a political necessity. Borders are not generally open in other words. (ibid, p. 

127) The point Douglass wants to make is that Pettit limits his scope of what need be 

legitimate on shaky grounds. If the state and borders are necessary, they cannot be 

blamed on coercion by your or other states respectively. 

Douglass argues against the limitations set by Pettit on several grounds. Firstly, the 

possibility of imagining other kinds of human societies makes seeing the current one 

as necessary problematic. If we can imagine ourselves in an anarchist society, the state 
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does not seem necessary in a natural way. Secondly, the fact that other kinds of 

societies have existed and the fact that “history is notoriously hard to predict” shows 

that it would be unwise to see both the state itself and borders as necessary. Borders 

change and societies too. (Douglass 2016, p. 127-128) 

A further critique towards political necessity can be raised from the fact that if borders 

cannot be generally open on “pain of internal malfunction or collapse” (Pettit 2012, p. 

161) any measure to ensure this doesn’t happen seems legitimate. A state that survives 

on slavery and that would risk collapse if slavery was abolished would be legitimate in 

its slavery on pain of having whatever other social justices present within the state 

vanish upon the state’s collapse, which would lead to a crucial contradiction for 

Republicans. (Douglass 2016, p. 128) I would say this is a gross misreading of 

republican theory from Douglass as fluid progress is an important part of many 

historical and contemporary Republican authors. Slavery need not be gone in a day if 

that would lead to stately collapse due to Republican ideas. Rather republicans would 

demand that slavery would be abolished in a fashion that allows the state to adapt and 

evolve to be free of the necessity of slavery as a means of upholding itself. 

The problem for Pettit is here that if the state and borders are really in the hands of 

coercion from particular states, whether intentionally or unintentionally, Pettit’s 

theory seems to fall flat as the society itself is not legitimate if it cannot be subject to 

contestation.  

I find this whole discussion problematic. Whether borders are closed or open – and 

whether the state is necessary or not should not be what we are discussing. The 

necessity of the state becomes a debate about justification, not legitimacy. I would 

argue for a perspective which is more pragmatic and contextual. Let us say we have 

explicitly consented to both “closed” borders and the state itself. We also have a degree 

of contestation pertaining to both. The legitimacy of the government in charge of this 

state still does matter to a high degree. Likewise when it comes to major decisions. I 

would say this makes it prudent to discuss theories of legitimacy within these states. 

One of the more pressing critiques by Douglass is his argument against the system of 

contestability mentioned earlier in the essay. Douglass argues that there is a 

fundamental problem in the system since picking and implementing its institutions 

(ombudsman, unions, courts of appeal, etc.) would require contestability in itself. 
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Otherwise, the “level” of popular control would be potentially coercive towards certain 

minorities. (ibid, p. 135) 

Douglass acknowledges that one response from Republicans like Pettit would be to say 

that we can decide on an objective measure of popular control. If this is the case, the 

level of experienced individualized popular control would not matter. What does 

matter is which institutions are in place to give the people control over decisions. 

However, Douglass argues that if people are not considering themselves to have a 

sufficient level of control, they would have reason to consider themselves dominated 

by policies and decisions put into law. (ibid, p. 135) 

The problem I see with Douglass’ argument here is twofold. Firstly, he assumes that 

there can be no agreement on the level of equally individualized popular control 

required for a sufficient level on non-domination of a state’s subjects. This might well 

be the case but going from a hypothetical to certain in this manner seems to be arguing 

in bad faith. 

Secondly, and more importantly – Douglass argues that consent-based theories are 

not subject to his argument. He seems to argue that if a theory is not acknowledging 

continual control as important, it would not be subject to an argument consisting of 

the level of experienced control being too low. (ibid, p. 136) On the contrary, I would 

say that this argument against Pettit’s popular control actually works in the latter’s 

favor. If we implement a consent-based theory with no continual control over policies 

and decisions – and the citizens of the state can experience a presence of lack of control 

over government, surely the higher level of control available through Pettit’s theory 

would seem much preferable to near zero levels of continual control available through 

consent. The equally individualized control might not be sufficient for perfect 

legitimacy according to republican or liberal ideals, but it would be more legitimate 

than just voluntarist consent if the options are given as alternatives to citizens.  
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Conclusion 

In this essay, I have examined the ground for accepting contestability as an alternative 

means of legitimizing state authority. If we can accept my premises that political 

mandates can form problematic contracts, that consent has a hard time legitimizing 

problematic contracts, and that contestability can overcome the issues posed by them, 

we can also accept that contestability provides a better form of legitimization for 

government power than voluntarist consent even if freedom as non-interference is our 

preferred measure of liberty. Consent might be remedied by a continuity mechanism, 

but this would prove more difficult to implement than the systems of contestation we 

to a large degree already have in place today. 

This argument stands and falls on the premises stated above, and further studies could 

do well to examine these premises even more thoroughly to determine their validity. 

There might well be strategies to counter the issues posed by Lindblom from a 

voluntarist viewpoint. Therefore it would be interesting to see a voluntarist discussion 

on problematic contracts in the future. 

If we on the other hand accept a theory of freedom based on the absence of domination 

rather than interference, the appeal to problematic contracts seems less important – 

and contestability instead stands as more legitimate for government power compared 

to consent based on the inherent demands of the theory. 
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